At the dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, we notice that conventional methods for classifying companies into economic sectors are increasingly unfit-for-purpose, because they fail to accommodate the key ways in which innovations are transforming existing industries, and even spawning altogether new ones. We introduce a new framework for the comparative study of Industrial Revolutions that also provides the foundation for an adaptive and comprehensive classification scheme. We show how the same five Axes of Innovation commonly characterize the first three Revolutions in modern history, and how these Axes are also capturing the key features of the Fourth Industrial Revolution that is presently underway. We demonstrate that, in any Industrial Revolution, each Axis of Innovation manifests as a unique Innovation Pattern that remains durable throughout that Revolution. Innovation Patterns are the fundamental driving forces behind Revolutions, and the interactions between them strongly shape how new technologies evolve during the Revolution in which they appear. One significant practical application of our framework is as the basis of a novel system for classifying companies into economic sectors. We discuss how this approach to classification is preferable to conventional techniques, detail how it can be used to derive a system of new-economy sectors, and provide several worked examples.
Introduction
The global economy is undergoing deep change. According to the World Economic Forum, "we are at the beginning of a Fourth Industrial Revolution", which will be "more comprehensive and all-encompassing than anything we have ever seen" [WEF 2016 ]. How will these changes impact the economic landscape, in terms of reshaping the industrial sectors and companies that are the building blocks of the modern global economy? This report presents a starting-point framework for answering that question: it introduces the concept of Innovation Patterns as fundamental drivers of all Industrial Revolutions (past and current); and it explains how Innovation Patterns steer the technological changes that underpin economic transformation in Industrial Revolutions.
This framework built on Innovation Patterns fills an existing gap among models for understanding how Revolutions alter the economy's structure, and the sectors and companies that comprise it. Namely, previous models are either: 1) too generic and abstract to be practically used on their own (e.g., Schumpeter's [1950] "creative destruction"); or else 2) too specific and narrow-scoped to generate anything more than isolated predictions over short timeframes (e.g., conventional approaches to 'technology forecasting'). Analyzing Industrial Revolutions from 1 the vantage of Innovation Patterns, however, has the advantage of operating as both a microscope and macroscope. It sheds light upon the evolutionary trajectory of specific technologies and their economic impacts, but it also enables wider visibility on which trends will likely remain durable.
Additionally, studying Industrial Revolutions from the perspective of Innovation Patterns underscores key flaws among standard methods for classifying companies into economic sectors. Succinctly, standard classification schemes assume the economy's structure is rigid and siloed, such that: it suffices to segment companies based only on end products or services they deliver; and any company can be substantively viewed as if it delivers just one type of product or service. These underlying assumptions become largely non-applicable during Industrial Revolutions, wherein the depth and pace of technological change spawns not only new products, services, and means for delivering them, but also altogether new sectors of economic activity and competition.
The Innovation-Patterns framework enables a dynamically oriented approach to sectoral classification that mends these shortcomings. It serves as not only a template for characterizing Industrial Revolutions, but also a classification rubric for identifying emerging sectors, and innovative companies most likely to play dominant roles in transforming the economy. In short, Innovation Patterns allow a 'periodic table' perspective on economic transformation, as they: support crisp decomposition of Industrial Revolutions into the core constituent forces driving them; and allow clear grouping of sectors and companies based on interactions with these forces.
The objective of this paper is to introduce and familiarize readers with both the concept of Innovation Patterns, and how to apply them for sectoral derivation in Industrial Revolutions. Our intended audiences are practitioners in the financial community, and those who research it. Ideas and findings here will, however, also likely be of relevance to policymakers, technologists, corporate strategists, and others interested by how innovation affects the economy's composition.
Flyover of Conceptual Framework
For clarity, we briefly cover the chief components of our framework, and how they fit together. The framework is best viewed as a hierarchy of relationships among four types of components: Innovation Axes ; Innovation Patterns ; Transformative Technologies ; and Innovative Companies . Relationships and concepts nearer to the top of the hierarchy tend to be more stable through time. At the top of the hierarchy are the Axes of Innovation. As we show in later sections, these Axes have been stable across all previous Industrial Revolutions, and are once again manifesting in the current (Fourth) Revolution. Quite simply, Axes of Innovation are the primary dimensions along which the most deeply transformative innovations arise in any Industrial Revolution, and of which there are five: Control , Integration , Reconfigurability , Scale , and Sustainability Impact . All major innovations in any Revolution can be traced to shifts along one or more of these Axes.
Control concerns how the behavior of an output or process is determined, as well as how specifically it is determined (e.g.: How variable are the outputs of an assembly line? Are routes taken by delivery drivers centrally decided or do the drivers have flexibility in routes they take?). Integration reflects the extent to which units in an economic (sub-)system are interlinked or coordinated. Reconfigurability is the ease with (or extent to) which an output or process can be adjusted to meet shifting conditions or needs. Scale relates to both 'size' (in terms of physical proportions) and 'flow' of processes (e.g., sequential or parallel?) (for example, innovation along this Axis might involve extending the footprint of a supply chain from dozens to thousands of miles, or creating medical therapies that target specific cells or genes, rather than entire tissues or organs). Sustainability Impact measures resource intensity or wastefulness (i.e., whether an output or process can be produced/executed over a long horizon without needing major revision).
At the hierarchy's second level are Innovation Patterns, which are our framework's focal components. Whereas Innovation Axes do not change across Revolutions, Innovation Patterns differ from one Industrial Revolution to the next, yet are stable within the specific Revolutions that they characterize. As we explain later, there exists a one-to-one relationship between each Axis and the Pattern that captures the macro-technological changes along that Axis during each particular Revolution. The table below summarizes Innovation Patterns for the Four Revolutions. 
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Occupying the hierarchy's third tier are Transformative Technologies and Innovative Companies. Both of these components of our framework exhibit significant and ongoing changes over the course of any given Industrial Revolution (indeed, persistent change at this level is a defining feature of Revolutions). The relationship between this third tier and the level of Innovation Patterns above it is many-to-many, as well as being 'triangular'. That is, any one Transformative Technology or Innovative Company can, and generally will, be impacted by more than one Innovation Pattern at once. In fact, the number of Innovation Patterns that any given Transformative Technology or Innovative Company directly reflects can be taken as a reliable gauge of its power in propelling a Revolution. Moreover, any one Innovation Pattern will typically influence a large number of Transformative Technologies and Innovative Companies simultaneously. Finally, any particular Transformative Technology will impact many companies, and vice versa. Each side of this 'triangle of impact' therefore embeds a series of many-to-many relationships that will change in both strength and makeup over the course of any Industrial Revolution . Some examples of how various Transformative Technologies map onto their   2   respective Innovation Patterns, for both prior and present Revolutions, appear in the table below.   3 The triangular relationship among Innovation Patterns, Transformative Technologies, and Innovative Companies exerts a major impact on the pace at with Industrial Revolutions progress: that is, the extensive interplay between Patterns, Technologies, and Companies serves to amplify the speed with (and extent to) which change proceeds, as the three sides of the triangle feed off each other in a self-accelerating cycle of innovation, economic transformation, and competition. This amplification cycle has played itself out time and again across earlier Revolutions, and now looks to increase the speed with which the Fourth Revolution reaches all corners of the economy. 
Structure of Report
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details the main ways in which conventional sectoral classification schemes fail during Industrial Revolutions, and provides key motivations for preferring a more dynamic framework. We start to build just such a framework in Section 3, wherein we identify the five Innovation Patterns that are driving the Fourth Industrial Revolution. We also explain our identification methodology for uncovering these five Patterns in that section (further details about that methodology, as well as a historical validation of our framework, appears in the Appendix). Section 4 unpacks our method for sectoral classification, and examines examples of a few emerging sectors that will be pivotal for the Fourth Revolution. Section 5 concludes by summarizing and stating further potential applications for the framework.
Rethinking Sectoral Classification
Functional Purposes of Sector-Based Classification
Like the periodic table in chemistry and the taxonomic hierarchy in biology, systems that classify companies into economic sectors are instruments for capturing key similarities and differences among the entities being classified. A crucial realization is, however: which similarities and differences matter depends specifically on why classification is performed in the first place. In finance, what should matter most is translating similarities and differences in how companies are classified into similarities and differences in their risk-adjusted expected investment returns (i.e., similar classifications of companies results from identifiable similarities in exposure to specific risk factors or growth opportunities among companies; and likewise for any differences).
Dynamics also bear upon the functional value of classification systems. Whenever the entities being classified are changing (or are susceptible to changes) in some way, classification systems should help pinpoint either (or both): common ways in which similarly classified entities are changing; or an entity's most likely future classification, based on its current classification. By definition, Industrial Revolutions entail radical and pervasive changes in both the products and services that companies can and do deliver, as well as how they generate these novel outputs. A classification system can only serve as a reliable, long-term tool for financial decision-making during the Fourth Industrial Revolution if it identifies relevant patterns of transformation in the products and services companies offer, and changes in their means for making or providing them.
Under these criteria, conventional sectoral classification systems are unfit-for-purpose. Because they provide no indication of how the Fourth Industrial Revolution is altering the risks and opportunities companies face as their product/service mixes and production methods evolve, they are increasingly failing to be an effective tool for clustering or segmenting companies based on similar or different factors that impact risk-adjusted expected investment returns. And, as the the Fourth Revolution's scope and scale both increase, this failure will only become more severe.
Bases of Conventional Classification Systems
To more acutely understand why conventional sector-based classification systems are deficient in the face of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, it is beneficial to briefly discuss the chief principles and embedded assumptions upon which such systems were originally designed, and continue to operate. Mainstream sectoral classification schemes, such as the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) developed by MSCI and Standard & Poor's, are built upon two organizing precepts. First, the classification of companies is based only on final outputs. Second, a strict one-to-one correspondence is imposed (i.e., a company can be part of one, and only one, classification at a time). Both precepts greatly simplify the task of classifying companies; but the cost of this simplification is reduced completeness of information that classifications can convey.
First, classifications based only on outputs neglect the processes and resources companies use to generate and deliver those outputs, so information is lost in such schemes. These processes and resources can have significant bearing on the riskiness and prospects that a company faces, which means classification systems that do not account for them squander much essential information for users. In periods of intense change, companies with similar outputs may use 4 very different methods and resources to produce and deliver those outputs. As a result, material differences between companies with identical classifications can be grossly understated. (Similarities between differently classified companies can also become significantly understated, and might imperil diversification strategies that are designed around conventional classification.) Second, strict one-to-one mapping of companies to categories can vastly misrepresent the true similarity between companies, and acts like a Procrustean bed. For instance, mainstream 5 classification schemes often will categorize a company into a hierarchy of sectors, sub-sectors and industries, where the company can only belong to only a single node within each layer of the hierarchy. As one progresses to finer levels of granularity within that hierarchy, the probability that a company is misclassified grows (in the sense that its actual products/service offering spans several classifications but, by virtue of the one-to-one rule for the system, it can only be classified in one category at any level of the hierarchy). Yet, especially during times of sweeping transformation (and especially during Industrial Revolutions), a company might participate in multiple sub-industries, industries, or sectors simultaneously (for example, to either capture nascent opportunities, or diversify their offerings as a buffer against uncertainty, or both). Strict adherence to the one-to-one principle can thereby result in the shrouding of material information.
As the Fourth Industrial Revolution unfolds, more and more companies can be expected to: 1) adopt new production/delivery techniques for their products and services; and 2) transcend boundaries between single sectors and industries, especially as new sectors and industries evolve. These trends will greatly diminish the pertinence of conventional sectoral classification schemes, especially in light of the fact that conventional schemes have no 'inbuilt' mechanism to identify (or, for that matter, anticipate) emergence of new sectors as a result of economic transformations.
Another criticism that can be leveled at conventional classification schemes is their incomplete transparency, which can result in further loss of material information for users. That is, many schemes rely significantly on human judgment in classifying companies, but specific decision points underpinning such judgments may not be clearly disclosed for users. This hidden subjectivity would seem to be most problematic during times of flux, i.e., Industrial Revolutions.
Hence, an upgraded approach is needed, and should focus on how innovation restructures the economy. We next explain how Innovation Patterns are the best-fit tool for understanding this relationship, and then show how Patterns can be used for enhanced sector-identification methods.
Innovation Patterns Driving the Fourth Industrial Revolution
Innovation Patterns are the most fundamental macro-trends in technological evolution that occur during their respective Industrial Revolutions. Indeed, specific Industrial Revolutions materialize at the times and in the forms they do directly because of their characterizing Innovation Patterns. Thus, any one Revolution becomes jointly defined with the Innovation Patterns that characterize it. The practical question, then, revolves around how to systematically and rigorously identify which macro-trends best capture the distinct 'essence' of each Industrial Revolution. This section transparently unpacks the pragmatic methodology that we have designed to answer that question.
Procedurally, our methodology involves a double layer of screening that is employed via an iterative approach. The method's dual layers stem from the fact that Innovation Patterns serve as bridges between Innovation Axes and particular technologies and companies: Patterns connect the most general, immutable properties of all Industrial Revolutions with their more visible technological instantiations, which remain in continual flux. We therefore insist that every viable candidate for an Innovation Pattern must be mappable in two directions simultaneously: upward to Innovation Axes in a one-to-one relationship, and downward to Transformative Technologies in a many-to-many relationship. This bidirectional mapping has, on net, a balancing influence on the process for identifying candidate Innovation Patterns -mapping downward to Transformative Technologies tends to expand the roster of candidates, and mapping upward to Innovation Axes tends to shrink it. Iterating over both sets of mappings eventually produces a final list of Patterns.
In the rest of this section, we first introduce the five Innovation Patterns that are driving the Fourth Revolution, and then reveal how the five Patterns were identified by our methodology.
Introducing the Five Patterns of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
The most economically significant transformations of technologies and companies in the Fourth Industrial Revolution can be decomposed into five Innovation Patterns, or combinations of them: autonomy , hyperconnectivity , adaptability , on-demand , and renewability . In the Appendix, we cover how such Patterns interact with and reinforce one another in Revolutions to accelerate the pace of innovative change, and (as we elaborate in Section 4) create new sectors of the economy. Because of the mounting intensity of such interaction, it is still too early in the Fourth Revolution to safely predict which (if any) of these Patterns will become most dominant, in terms of having the sharpest impact on the course of innovation during the Revolution. We therefore discuss each Pattern in a sequence that reflects the alphabetical order of its associated Axis of Innovation, i.e.:
-Control → Autonomy -Integration → Hyperconnectivity -Reconfigurability → Adaptability -Scale → On-Demand -Sustainability Impact → Renewability Each Innovation Pattern in a given Industrial Revolution effectively answers the question: How are technologies and businesses evolving, in terms of each Axis' ability to create economic value? We address this question for each of the five Axes of Innovation in the Fourth Revolution.
Autonomy (Control in the Fourth Revolution)
Autonomy is a long-term technological trend of increasing independence, wherein steadily more and more devices, processes, and systems are exhibiting (partial or complete) 'self-control'. Autonomy is one of the most conspicuous Innovation Patterns, and is a key force behind flagship technologies like drones and self-driving vehicles. But autonomy captures a theme that is larger than decreasing need for human intervention: it is about slackening dependence upon centralized control across domains. For example: blockchain technology is lessening dependence on central clearinghouses to approve and verify transactions; and development of technology for colonizing Mars reflects a potential for humans to be less dependent on a single planet to dictate our futures.
Hyperconnectivity (Integration in the Fourth Revolution)
Just because many components of our modern world are becoming more autonomous does not mean that they are becoming more disconnected and isolated from one another: the opposite is instead true, and markedly increasing, ubiquitous interconnectivity -among people, things, and information -has become the norm. This hyperconnectivity is integrating physical and digital realms more tightly than ever, and manifesting in technologies like the internet-of-things, social media, and wearable technologies that keep humans, devices, and data (wirelessly) interlinked. Deepening appreciation for the power of networks is an enabling force behind hyperconnectivity, and an expanding tally of products and services are being designed to harness and leverage them.
Adaptability (Reconfigurability in the Fourth Revolution)
Products, services, and all manner of economic processes are likewise being built for enhanced adaptability, so that being able to change, and respond to change, is a pervasive design principle. Strengthening emphasis on adaptability is visible in many influential technologies, for example: app-centric computing allows programs to more fluidly adapt to user preferences and contexts; advanced virtual reality creates artificial environments (and augmented reality extends real environments) that adapt by reacting to various types of user interaction with them; and the latest cybersecurity can more quickly evolve in guarding against ever-changing threats to digital assets. Rising adaptability is leading not only to greater multi-functionality of products and services, but also (in concert with the Pattern of autonomy) smarter solutions able to learn and thus self-adapt.
On-Demand (Scale in the Fourth Revolution)
The dominant scale that is characterizing the Fourth Industrial Revolution is decidedly temporal , rather than physical: ever more more products are being delivered as on-demand services that are materially transforming how both businesses and private citizens access and utilize resources. 6 For example, the advent of cloud-computing and storage has sparked unprecedented availability of powerful processing capabilities, without the need to own or manage the requisite hardware (and which would be otherwise unachievable for many users that now depend on them). Similarly, the growing ubiquity of mobile search,which allows instantaneous access to enormous repositories of information from practically anywhere, and about practically anything, is altering how people interact with their world, by allowing them to become more knowledgeable about it, whenever and wherever they wish. Likewise, proliferation of channels and content for streamed 7 media is forging new types of user experience which empower viewers, listeners, and learners to dictate not only when, but also what, they digitally consume. The on-demand Pattern promises to reinvent the forms and implications of ownership across industries, by prioritizing instant access.
Renewability (Sustainability Impact in the Fourth Revolution)
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is also significantly distinguished from earlier Revolutions by the priority it gives to enriching resources (natural and social) and protecting their longevity, rather than exploiting them. This Pattern is spawning a diversity of innovative technologies and business practices/models which enhance renewability, rather than compromise sustainability, 6 Notably, the fact that the characteristic scale of the Fourth Revolution is non-physical marks a departure from prior Revolutions: the First and Second were dominated by enlargement of systems' physical footprints (e.g., large-scale production chains and infrastructure); and the Third was distinguished by migration from continuous, analog scales to discrete, binary ones (i.e., 'digitalization'). One important feature of the Fourth Revolution, however, seems to be that it encompasses innovation across physical scales (e.g., from nano-scale technology to commercial space travel), even though its most essential scale relates to time (versus any single physical measure of innovation, e.g., distance). 7 The manifestation of the 'on-demand' Pattern through mobile search exemplifies how many different technologies the Fourth Revolution's Patterns touch: the wide availability of mobile (smart) devices, improved natural-language processing, indexing algorithms, and database structures, alongside remarkable advances in parallel computing, have all contributed to the expanding ability to search 'from anywhere, and about anything' with essentially zero lag-time.
such as: clean energy; smart buildings, infrastructure, and cities; and resource-pooling platforms (for instance, the 'sharing economy', crowd-funding initiatives, and open-sourcing of education).
Interaction Among the Five Patterns
The purpose of identifying these five Innovation Patterns is to decompose the Fourth Industrial Revolution into the most fundamental and durable forces of innovative change that underpin it. To be sure, other 'trends' are observable in how technology and business is evolving during the Fourth Revolution. Such trends are, however, either more transient, or else less foundational, than the five Patterns identified above. On the one hand, transient trends, by their very definition, will have less impact upon the Fourth Revolution than these five core Innovation Patterns. On the other hand, trends that are less foundational than these five Patterns can be disaggregated into the five Patterns themselves: that is, there are many observable themes in technological innovation that result from interactions between the five Patterns. For instance, the rise of machine learning (ML) as an influential suite of technologies can be broken into interlinked contributions from the basic Patterns of autonomy, adaptability, and hyperconnectivity (i.e., ML technologies are algorithms and computing systems with self-learning capabilities -and so autonomously adapt -by processing large inflows of data generated by society's deepening digital interconnectedness). Likewise, the increasingly seamless interplay between humans and machines (as evidenced, e.g., by: rising sophistication of natural-language interfaces, such as in digital assistants and chatbots; and technology that is not only wearable, but embedded in the human body) can be dissected into Patterns of hyperconnectivity, on-demand, and adaptability. 8 Being able to deconstruct empirical trends in innovation into their constituent Patterns is valuable for several simple reasons, which are backed by historical precedents (we explore these historical regularities across Industrial Revolutions in the Appendix). Perhaps most importantly, trends that involve more Patterns tend ( ceteris paribus ) to be more transformative, as well as durable, over the span of a Revolution; these intensive intersection points among Patterns then serve a helpful role in emerging-sector analysis, which we discuss in greater detail in Section 4.
Deriving the Five Patterns
Here, we delve into some details on how the roster of five Innovation Patterns was derived, per our methodology. The cornerstone of our approach used a bidirectional mapping: from empirical trends in specific technologies to candidate Patterns in one direction; and from candidate Patterns to Axes of Innovation in the other direction. We designed an iterative algorithm to conduct this mapping. This algorithm was purposely built to leverage the innate balancing effects of the bidirectional mapping. That is, the mapping from technologies to Patterns tends to expand the list of candidate Patterns, whilst the mapping from candidate Patterns to Axes of Innovation serves to shrink that list. Performing the mappings iteratively thereby natively trades off exhaustiveness (i.e., covering the widest swath of technological trends) against concision and mutual exclusivity. The output is a set of Patterns that are most fundamental, yet comprehensive, for this Revolution.
The approach is also built to prioritize objectivity, as it relies on dual layers of empirical validity, i.e., candidate Innovation Patterns must align with both: 1) the Axes of Innovation; and 2) in-process technological and business trends, identified by credible third parties. This second layer is obviously essential, as it poses a direct test of the presence of current manifestations of any candidate Innovation Pattern in emerging technologies and business innovations. Yet the first layer is also crucial, as it filters candidate Innovation Patterns according to the dimensions along which innovations have observably been the most transformative, over all Industrial Revolutions. The Appendix supplies case-study evidence on empirical stability and importance of Innovation Axes across Revolutions. It also provides details on third-party sources used for the second layer.
The iterative algorithm that we used to perform the bidirectional mapping is given below. This algorithm can be essentially summarized as follows. It initiates by processing lists of technology and innovation trends from credible sources (the lists that we used for this procedure are given in the Appendix), and ranking technologies/trends within these lists by the frequency with which they appear. Any technology/trend that fails to directly map onto one of the five Axes of Innovation is discarded. The algorithm then proceeds to loop over the remaining list by decomposing each technology/trend into the main ways that it is driving innovation over one or more relevant Axes. When a relevant Axis for the currently selected technology/trend has other technologies/trends mapped to it, their "greatest common denominator" (GCD) (i.e., the way in which all technologies/trends mapped to that Axis are most commonly changing) is identified and saved. The algorithm finishes once no further technologies/trends remain, and the most recent list of GCDs (one for each Axis of Innovation) is then the list of Innovation Patterns. other technologies/trends are mapped to that Axis, then proceed to the next relevant Axis; otherwise, condense all technologies/trends currently mapped to the selected relevant Axis by identifying the greatest common denominator (GCD) among them, and saving this GCD before proceeding to next relevant Axis; when no more relevant Axes remain, go to Step 3 • Step 7 : End iterations and output condensed list of GCDs
Leveraging Collective Technology Forecasting
An important facet of our approach to deriving the Fourth Revolution's Innovation Patterns is its relationship to 'technology forecasting'. During Industrial Revolutions, intense interactions (e.g., competition, complementation, substitution, and the existence of other complex feedback loops) between technologies make it difficult to predict individual development trajectories of specific technologies. It is well known that forecasts for specific technologies are prone to sizable errors, 9 and there is plenty of reason to expect that the degree of error should worsen during Revolutions. Still, numerous respected organizations recurringly engage in attempts to forecast technologies over various near-to-middle-term time horizons. Given the fact that many of these 10 organizations are consultancies and journalistic media outlets which compete directly with each other, there exists an incentive structure that could innately bias forecasts by these organizations: i.e., they are incentivized to make a few daring predictions to distinguish themselves from others, but are discouraged from straying too far from others' predictions for fear of omitting a key prediction (there is also obvious potential for free-riding, and 'safety-in-numbers'-type beliefs).
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Our approach purposefully aims to take advantage of this collective incentive structure on the basis that it simultaneously: 1) compels forecasters to make predictions that are sufficiently diverse (which translates to a wider, i.e., more comprehensive, universe of technology trends as inputs to our algorithm); and 2) obliges respected forecasters to avoid reckless predictions which could erode their credibility (and introduce undesirable noise into our algorithm). We believe that this approach of leveraging technology forecasts collectively allows us to balance breadth against empirical validity among the inputs to our algorithm for identifying relevant Innovation Patterns.
Pattern-Based Sectoral Identification
Our case-study analysis (in the Appendix) solidly indicates that, during Industrial Revolutions, Innovation Patterns transform an economy's composition not only by shaping the evolution of new technologies and companies, but also by generating completely new sectors in the economy. Observation also strongly shows that, as Revolutions progress, more and more of an economy's significant activity takes place within such emerging sectors. Identifying emerging sectors, and gauging both their durability and eventual likely economic importance, however, has previously proved a challenging undertaking. Yet, with Innovation Patterns in hand, the task of pinpointing and evaluating new-economy sectors becomes considerably straightforward, and reduces to more of a formulaic, combinatorial exercise. In this section, we first describe how Innovation Patterns can be used as an identification and evaluation mechanism for emerging sectors, and give some worked examples. We then discuss implications of basing classification schemes around Patterns.
Innovation Patterns and Essential Economic Activities (EEAs)
A pivotal realization that bears on both identification of emerging sectors, and classification of companies into those sectors, is that new economic sectors are generated during Industrial Revolutions when one or more Innovation Patterns alter the ways in which an essential economic activity (EEA) is performed. The following list of EEAs covers substantially all value-adding economic processes (i.e., the sorts of operations that customers pay companies to perform, either directly or indirectly, and so embed value in their products and services) in the modern economy:
Exhibit 5: List of Essential Economic Activities (EEAs) in the Modern World
Quite simply, every company in the modern world performs one or more of these EEAs in order to generate revenue. Innovation Patterns exert their transformative impact on economies by changing how companies perform EEAs or even which EEAs companies choose to conduct. 12 When Innovation Patterns sufficiently alter how companies perform EEAs, new sectors are born.
Pattern-Based Sector Identification
The fact that genesis of new economic sectors in Industrial Revolutions distills down to the question of how Innovation Patterns are transforming companies' prevailing EEAs allows these new sectors to be identified more formulaically. Indeed, it enables a syntactic approach, whereby candidate emerging sectors can be identified by filling in and answering the formulated question:
How will companies use technology to improve { Innovation Pattern } in { EEA } (of) { X } for/to { Y }?
In this structured question, the bolded terms inside curly braces are (sets of one or more) variables that can be selected to alter the scope and focus of the question: { Innovation Pattern } and { EEA } refer, respectively to the Innovation Pattern(s) and EEA(s) being investigated; and { Y } refers to a relevant customer pool targeted by companies who use the indicated Patterns to improve the specified EEAs, while { X } is an optional variable that describes some resource on which the specified EEAs operate ({ X } can be included to control the scope of the question, to improve its grammatical clarity, or both). How specific { X } and { Y } are, along with how many Innovation Patterns and EEAs are included in the formulated question, together serve to indicate how instrumental the candidate emerging sector will likely become in transforming the economy during the Fourth Industrial Revolution, i.e. (and all else equal): sectors identified by including a larger number of Innovation Patterns and/or EEAs will tend to be more instrumental; and sectors identified by more general specifications for { X } and { Y } will also tend to be more instrumental.
We next give three 'worked' examples of how the above technique applies in practice for new-sector identification. First, however, we make some vital observations about this technique. The first observation concerns how uncertainty about the future of Industrial Revolutions (when they are in process) limits the extent to which our technique, and in fact any technique, could be completely exhaustive: plainly, the complexity of technological and economic interaction during Industrial Revolutions is so extensive that the exact trajectories they will ultimately take are not precisely knowable beforehand. That said, applying the above technique over all combinations of Innovation Patterns and EEAs (while only minimally specifying { X } and { Y }) can be expected to reliably cover the overwhelming majority of new sectors likely to emerge during the Industrial Revolution that will be stable over its duration and also generate significant economic impact. Moreover, recognize that it is not actually any flaw in the above technique that prevents it from being exhaustive, but instead simply a practical limitation upon how diligently a user could apply the technique (i.e.: Is it applied to all potential combinations of Patterns, EEAs, and customers?).
Concerns about perfect exhaustiveness are also further mitigated in light of a second key observation: the dynamic nature of sectors in Industrial Revolution means that answers to the above question should be revisited periodically. That is, during the course of any Revolution (and especially the Fourth), the prevailing ways in which Innovation Patterns precipitate change in the EEAs that companies perform can evolve; these evolutions can then alter or recreate new sectors, which therefore imposes an occasional (albeit not continual) need for new-sector reidentification.
In summary, our proposed technique for emerging-sector identification is a theoretically comprehensive approach, and is most responsibly applied at regular intervals to reflect evolution of economic sectors over the course of an Industrial Revolution. In order to clearly illustrate the application of this technique, we next give three worked examples for deriving emerging sectors.
Worked Example #1 -Autonomous Vehicles
As a first example on applying our technique for identifying new sectors, we ask how Innovation Patterns in the Fourth Industrial Revolution are affecting mobility for society, in general (i.e., we leave { X } and { Y } unspecified to expand the scope of the candidate sector). And, specifically, we look to derive an emerging sector that captures how the Patterns of autonomy , adaptability , and hyperconnectivity are improving human mobility. We can therefore concretely state our query as: How will companies use technology to improve autonomy, adaptability, and hyperconnectivity in mobility? Autonomous vehicles constitutes the relatively clear-cut answer to that question, and so is a viable candidate for a new-economy sector, and likely an important one, due to the fact that it is being propelled by the simultaneous intersection of three distinct Innovation Patterns.
Worked Example #2 -Virtual Reality
For a second illustration on how to apply Innovation Patterns to drive new-economy sectors, we ask how Patterns of adaptability and on-demand are changing entertainment and education (again leaving target customer pools and resources, i.e., { Y } and { X }, unspecified). A relatively clear answer to this question immediately emerges: virtual reality is helping to improve how society in general is entertained and learns (e.g., via virtual experiences in increasingly realistic, responsive in simulated environments, such as for training emergency responders, soldiers, doctors, and law enforcement officers) by making digital experiences more customized and adaptively interactive.
Worked Example #3 -Wearable Devices
As a final example application of how Innovation Patterns can be used to identify new-economy sectors, we consider how the Patterns of hyperconnectivity, on-demand, and adaptivity are generating technological improvements to the ways that people connect to the digital world, and also help maintain their health. Wearable devices here becomes the ready answer, and constitutes the relevant emerging sector of the Fourth Industrial Revolutions that captures these innovations.
Implications for Company Classification
The technique that we have presented for deriving emerging sectors from Innovation Patterns has rich implications for classification of companies into those sectors. And the most pertinent of these implications involve circumvention of the main problems facing conventional classification schemes (which were enumerated in Section 2). We do not provide in this paper any exact prescription for classifying companies into sectors identified by our technique. We abstain from doing so for reasons of generality: extending our technique in order to classify companies into the emerging sectors that it identifies effectively requires parameterization of those sectors, and the most suitable parameterizations hinge on one's particular reasons for conducting the classification in the first place, e.g., for creating specialized investment products, as compared to conducting policy research on employment or tax impacts from the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Because we see the techniques and concepts developed so far as capable of forming the basis for a wide variety of specific classification systems, we concentrate upon their broadest implications.
First, we notice that basing classification on our sectoral-identification technique avoids many of the problems faced by classification schemes that prioritize a company's ultimate output over its methods for creating that output (whether product or service). As noted, during Industrial Revolutions, such methods can evolve significantly, and become a chief determinant of company performance and strategy. Because such methods closely intersect (and, in most cases, perfectly overlap with, EEAs), our technique for deriving emerging sectors naturally bundles both outputs and methods into the definitions of emerging sectors (and this twofold consideration is directly inherited by classification procedures that take sectors identified by our technique as key inputs).
Second, our technique jettisons the outmoded assumption by conventional classification schemes that sectors must be mutually exclusive . Indeed, during Industrial Revolutions, sectors can considerably overlap, along with the sets of companies that they contain. Mutual exclusivity is the theoretical basis for the one-to-one rule (i.e., each company is assigned to one, and only one, sector classification) that is strictly enforced by conventional classification schemes; the fact that our technique does not inbuild this one-to-one correspondence (and actually tends to militate against it) is one of the primary virtues of the Innovation-Patterns approach, as it serves to more accurately reflect the economy's structure in Revolutions and allow more informed comparisons.
Finally, our technique carries advantageous implications for reflecting dynamics during Industrial Revolutions. As we remarked earlier, the number of Innovation Patterns and EEAs that are used to define an emerging sector provide a heuristic indication of the sector's likely eventual importance in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. But sectors indicated by this mechanism to have significant ultimate importance may not be populated by many companies at present (irrespective of the particular set of classification rules selected to map companies into new-economy sectors). When such imbalances arise, they are diagnostic of sectors of the economy that can be expected to experience substantial future growth. Our technique for deriving emerging sectors can thereby be easily converted into a heat map for likely sector growth (after classification rules are chosen).
Summary and Looking Ahead
The main purpose of this paper has been to introduce and justify the role of Innovation Patterns as an ideal foundational basis for sectoral classification during the Fourth Industrial Revolution. We began by exposing the crucial deficiencies of conventional classifications systems, including their improper handling of the intense and complex technological dynamics that characterize all Industrial Revolutions. We then identified and explored the five primary Innovation Patterns that are driving the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and presented a technique for pinpointing new-economy sectors based on these five Innovation Patterns. Finally, we provided worked examples of how to apply this methodology to derive new-economy sectors (we will pursue that exercise more extensively in a companion paper, wherein we seek to canvas many more sectors).
In closing this paper, we think it useful to mention briefly two practical applications of the methodology we have proposed. First, and possibly most blatantly, the rise of new-economy sectors (which our approach identifies) brings with it both opportunities and risks for business. Creation of new tools (e.g., indices) that capture specific attributes of these sectors (e.g., their growth potential or hedging capabilities) poses a potential application of our method, as it could be used to adjust targeted exposure to Innovation Patterns (either individually or in combination).
Second, we have mentioned our hypothesis that a sector's importance to economic transformation during the Fourth Industrial Revolution will be proportional to both the number of primary Innovation Patterns to which it is directly exposed, as well as the combined strength of those exposures. We believe that this notion could be extended down to the level of individual companies, in the sense that a specific company's importance in transforming a sector (whether it be a new or established sector) will be proportional (relative to its peers) to the number of Innovation Patterns that it is able to adopt, as well as the degree to which it can embrace them. Design of a quantitative methodology for scoring the transformative potential of companies and sectors in accordance with this hypothesis represents a promising avenue for future investigation.
Appendix: Historical Validity and Methodological Supplement
This Appendix is composed of two parts. The first is a guided tour of past Industrial Revolutions, and its purpose is: to illustrate how components of our framework appear in and recur over the three earlier Revolutions; and to provide several transferable lessons for the Fourth Revolution. The second part supplies details on the third-party technology forecasts (referenced in Section 4).
A1. Innovation Patterns and Axes in Previous Revolutions
In this section, we distil evidence on the historical validity of our framework over prior Industrial Revolutions. Here, we summarize our findings on the regularity with which Innovation Patterns and Axes of Innovation can be successfully deployed to characterize the previous three Revolutions, and how: Axes of Innovation have remained stable over those Revolutions, and can thus be used to highlight their similarities to one another, and help identify phenomena that are portable across Revolutions; while Innovation Patterns have differed from one Revolution to the next, and serve as ideal tools for isolating the most distinctive features of individual Revolutions.
It at first appears curious that there is no common agreement on the precise starting and ending dates of the three earlier Industrial Revolutions. Given that these events have so strongly shaped modern history, one may wonder why disagreements persist over the exact timing of their beginnings and conclusions. A partial explanation resides in the fact that no one technological innovation is solely responsible for driving any of the earlier Revolutions. Rather, each of the three previous Industrial Revolutions was characterized by complex interactions among a wide variety of innovations, that both complemented and competed with each other. Indeed, a defining feature of the three earlier Revolutions is not only the rapid pace at which new technologies were developed and implemented, but also intense and extensive interactions among such innovations.
The degree to which rises and falls of various technologies were intertwined during the earlier Revolutions not only blurs exact start-and endpoints of these pivotal historical periods; it also means that forecasting the emergence or decline of specific technologies during each Revolution would have proved extremely difficult, as innovations in previously unrelated fields and industries were suddenly, and significantly, coming to influence one another. General trends among these interactions between innovations, meanwhile, stand far more stable, and likely would have been readily predictable during each of those Revolutions. Moreover, these trends in interaction are the Revolution's unique Innovation Patterns that help make each Revolution distinct. Yet, as we show, each of these sets of Innovation Patterns reliably maps to the same five Axes of Innovation, regardless of the specific Revolution or technologies concerned. It is thereby this stability of Innovation Axes across Revolutions, coupled with the stability of Patterns within Revolutions (but differences among Innovation Patterns from one Revolution to the next) that makes Innovation Patterns and Axes such insightful diagnostic tools for researching Revolutions.
A1.1. First Industrial Revolution
The innovations that dominated the First Industrial Revolution (which began sometime around the 1760s) concerned changes in the control and scale of production in a wide array of industries. The rise of mechanization and factory-based production transformed the making of goods, like textiles, by raising the consistency and volume of output. For example, the previously dominant 'putting out' system -under which geographically dispersed workers handmade small batches of output -was replaced by processes that relied on machines collocated in factories, so each stage of production could be more centrally controlled, and total lag-time between stages minimized.
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These Innovation Patterns of mechanization and factory-based production can be seen to map to the control and scale Innovation Axes, respectively (i.e., greater consistency and output volume).
Intensified throughput (i.e., higher-intensity use of natural-resource inputs, as well as waste outputs -such as smog and water-borne pollution -as a result of greater turnover in manufacturing and production) was another hallmark of the First Revolution. In particular, increases in the size and number of blast furnaces fueled by coal (instead of wood) boosted production of pig iron and other metals used for building machines and factories. These changes along the sustainability-impact Axis, in turn, helped lead to tighter integration of the various sources of inputs to production, via expansion of networked transportation (roadways, railways, and canals) for hauling raw materials and finished goods. Such improved transportation networks had the additional benefit of easing movement of people and ideas, which may account for the unprecedented speed at which new technologies spread during the First Industrial Revolution. The final Pattern of the First Revolution was prevalence of fixed-purpose machines (although mechanization was becoming ubiquitous in the First Revolution, the reconfigurability of these machines was typically minimal). Hence, the First Industrial Revolution was shaped by Innovation Patterns on each of the five Innovation Axes (and mainly the control and scale Axes).
Although it is relatively straightforward to identify the Innovation Patterns that drove the First Industrial Revolution, cataloguing the myriad technologies that enabled these Patterns, and which these Patterns reciprocally enabled, is appreciably more challenging. Inventions that improved the scale and efficiency of textile production rank as the technologies most commonly associated with the First Revolution (e.g., the spinning jenny, water frame, power loom, and cotton gin). Yet, the spike in popularity of these technologies was inextricably linked to advances in the design of other supporting technologies, like development of rotary-motion steam engines that came to power an increasingly large share of the new textile manufacturing machinery. And, in turn, advanced steam engines arose partly as a result of improved methods for forging iron (e.g., rolling and puddling processes, as well as hot-blast techniques), which served to not only reduce the overall cost of steam-powered engines, but also to boost demand for them, as these engines were increasingly used to manufacture other machines and products that capitalized on the rising availability of inexpensive iron. Moreover, refinement of new techniques for machine tooling (such as enhanced lathing, planing, milling, and shaping methods) allowed progress both in the power and size of steam engines, as well as machines these engines helped to manufacture.
Although this list of technologies that contributed to the First Revolution is far from complete, it highlights the degree to which the rise and fall of technologies is extensively interconnected in Industrial Revolutions. This coevolution of transformative technologies during Revolutions thus makes the trajectory of any specific technology uncertain, and enormously difficult to predict in isolation: even a minor improvement in one supporting technology can instantly enable another technology to turn into a 'game-changer', while making others obsolete.
But although the First Industrial Revolution saw a huge number of technologies come and go, the Innovation Patterns that characterized it (especially mechanization and the surge in factory systems) stayed remarkably constant over its duration. And, in addition to their relative stability, these Patterns birthed not only new technologies during the First Industrial Revolution, but also sparked new industries. For example, improved coal-fired blast furnaces used to produce iron enabled large-scale gasification, which made gas-based street lighting affordable, and so enormously enlarged the illumination industry (which previously had been comparatively small).
Importantly, these key features of Innovation Patterns (i.e., relative stability and tendency to create new industries) are visible not only in the First Revolution, but also during the next two.
A1.2. Second Industrial Revolution
The Second Industrial Revolution (which is widely taken to have started around the 1870s) was marked by two Innovation Patterns comparable to those that the propelled the First. Namely, 14 the patterns of factory-based production and mechanization that catapulted the First Revolution continued to reinforce one another in the Second Revolution, and ultimately turned into Patterns of mass-production systems (such as Fordist assembly lines) and standardization . Nonetheless, while intensifying scale and control continued to be pronounced themes in the Second Industrial Revolution, that era was more significantly shaped by changes along the integration Axis (so much so that the policy analyst, Vaclav Smil [2005] , christens the period an "Age of Synthesis"). Electrification (which in turn fueled the proliferation of communications technologies, like telegraph and radio) wholly transformed developed countries into true manufacturing economies, by permitting them to become coordinated and interconnected in ways not previously achievable.
Further, as with the First Revolution, interplay between technologies during the Second Industrial Revolution was substantial, and only served to strengthen the dominant Innovation Patterns of electrification and mass production . For example, continued mechanization and broadening use of steam power drove spiraling demand for not only iron, but also stronger metals: namely, steel. Refinements to the Bessemer process during the Second Revolution resulted in profusion of inexpensive steel that was used to mightily increase production of railways, skyscrapers, and ships and solidified the Innovation Pattern of heavy-duty construction .
Unlike the First Revolution, however, a majority of technological innovations during the Second Industrial Revolution stemmed from scientific research and formal engineering (whereas many of the inventions instrumental to the First Revolution were products of trial-and-error-type 'tinkering'). The more sophisticated origins of many technologies in the Second Revolution thus contributed to how profoundly transformative they were. For instance, electrification was dubbed "the greatest engineering achievement of the 20th Century" [Somerville and Constable 2003] , and it utterly restructured not only industrial processes (e.g., it made factory work safer, by replacing more hazardous illumination, as well as more productive), but also the way that typical citizens lived. Relatedly, an ability to near-instantaneously transmit information by telegraph and radio removed many geographic constraints. Businesses could now (e.g.) operate across far-flung locations without sacrificing their coordination (which helped precipitate the rise of monopolies).
Another consequence of formal engineering's strong influence on technological advances during the Second Industrial Revolution was a climbing emphasis on standardization. The role that standardization played in the Second Revolution (especially through widening utilization of interchangeable machine tools and parts) is reflected by the procedural invention that symbolized the gains in efficiency and productivity that standardization could reap: the assembly lines that churned out Model Ts. The socioeconomic impacts of this turn towards extensive standardization are hard to overemphasize. With mass production came the possibility of mass consumption; and while pervasive consumerism meant that evermore goods were affordable to average citizens in developed countries, it helped to promote an unsustainable level of natural-resource exploitation .
Apart from its sustainability impacts, the explosion of standardized production during the Second Industrial Revolution also generally reduced reconfigurability of manufacturing systems. As factories and production lines were growing increasingly complex, they remained monolithic in purpose, and could not be easily or cheaply 'reprogrammed' to switch among tasks or outputs. The Third Revolution, however, would be primarily driven by breakthroughs in reconfigurability.
A1.3. Third Industrial Revolution
The computer surely stands as the most extraordinarily reconfigurable machine in human history (at least so far): the reprogrammability of computers means that they, and any hardware that they control, can be readily repurposed to fit changing conditions. Such extensive reprogrammability of computers, and the digitally automated production systems that they enabled, is truly what sets the Third Industrial Revolution apart from its predecessors. Indeed, the advent of computers, and the pervasive reprogrammability and automation that they permit, was a crucial force behind the rise to economic significance of tertiary industries for the first time during the Third Revolution (that is, for the first time in human history, service-based economic activity -as opposed to manufacturing activity among secondary industries, or production of raw materials by primary industries -was emerging as a dominant generator of wealth for developed countries worldwide).
Yet it would be a mistake to think that the Third Industrial Revolution was unlike the first two, and dominated by a single technology alone. After all, any computer is a complex machine 15 that is comprised of a great many interdependent technologies; and, during the Third Revolution, these component technologies evolved and competed with one another at a furious pace. Further, the Innovation Pattern that sweepingly characterized development of these computer components during the Third Revolution was a feedback loop of digitalization underpinned by Moore's law: increasing computational capacity meant more sophisticated calculations could be executed in less time, and so evermore precise and advanced processes could be automated by computers; and such gains from increasing automation in turn stoked demand for greater computing power. 16 Additionally, such digitalization-driven expansion of computing power and automation fostered a broad trend of miniaturization in manufacturing and production processes. Increases in control that were provided by computerized automation permitted efficiency breakthroughs in production models (including, e.g., just-in-time methods, and inventory-reducing supply chains). These nimbler models, in turn, fueled another Innovation Pattern during the Third Revolution:
decentralization . Aided by digital coordination and automation, outsourcing and offshoring soon became business trends that drove substantial socioeconomic shifts in many developed countries (decentralization even proved victorious on the geopolitical stage, with the end of the Cold War).
The World-Wide Web's explosive growth from the late 1990s onwards further accelerated the Innovation Pattern of decentralization during the Third Industrial Revolution. The increase in communicational integration that this development facilitated (as with the computer, the Internet should not be considered a single technology, but rather the result of many technologies working in concert) deepened the newfound momentum of Globalization (which had been boosted earlier in the Third Revolution by the invention of novel business models, designed around automation).
Furthermore, two themes that had characterized both the First and Second Industrial Revolutions were observably perpetuated by the Third Revolution. Firstly, intense exploitation of natural resources deepened within the Third Industrial Revolution, to the point of significant natural-resource depletion (owing, for example, to: intensification globally in the burning of petroleum derivatives as staple sources of fuel; an inability to handle the volumes of refuse being generated by disposable consumer products; and sharp decreases in biodiversity as a result of habitat destruction, in order to expand agriculture, housing, etc.). Secondly, despite the strong reconfigurability of computing and production systems that emerged during the Third Revolution, humans still remained responsible for nearly all reconfiguring of these systems. That is, all 'reprogramming' ultimately required substantial human intervention, so that any ability of these systems to self-adapt was minor; and, although automated, they were not truly autonomous. Each of these trends, however, is being disruptively reversed by the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
A1.4. Portable Lessons from Earlier Revolutions
In exploring how Innovation Patterns have characterized the three earlier Industrial Revolutions, we have unearthed a number of meaningful regularities that appear to define them all. Given the consistent recurrence of these phenomena over the past two-and-a-half centuries, along with their observable reappearance thus far in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, we summarize them below.
First, in each Revolution, intense interaction between technologies (via both competition and complementation) makes technological forecasting (i.e., predicting which technologies will rise and fall in dominance, and when) a daunting challenge over anything but the shortest of time horizons. And, as during Industrial Revolutions companies' products and production methods 17 both tend to change (often drastically and rapidly) with these technological fluctuations, it would be wrong to base classification systems solely on outputs or specific technologies in Revolutions.
Second, despite frantic turnover of specific technologies during Industrial Revolutions, it is historically clear that individual Innovation Patterns show remarkable stability throughout the course of any particular Revolution. This stability appears to be a product of the fact that, during Industrial Revolutions, the predominant Innovation Patterns tend to not only be self-reinforcing , but also mutually reinforcing (i.e., a predominant innovation pattern tends to strengthen itself, as well as strengthen other predominant patterns). Further, this tendency of reinforcement intersects directly with another property of Industrial Revolutions: in each successive Revolution there is a deepening of multiple Innovation Patterns that dominated the preceding Revolution; yet the most profound Innovation Pattern in the last two Revolutions occurred along an Innovation Axis that was not the most dominant in the Revolution before it (electrification-led integration in the Second Revolution and reconfigurability -due to reprogrammability of computers -in the Third).
Last, each Revolution has succeeded in spawning entirely new industries within relatively short spaces of time (e.g., gas-based illumination in the First, private automobiles in the Second, and computer software and electronic commerce in the Third). And these new industries born from Revolutions tend not only to (massively) disrupt existing industries; their development also appears to be quite hard to predict unless one views them through the lens of Innovation Patterns.
A2. Third-Party Technology Forecasts
This methodological Appendix elaborates on our approach (referenced in Section 4 of the main text) for identifying the five primary Innovation Patterns impacting this Fourth Revolution. Our method concentrates on extracting implied Innovation Patterns from the trends in technology identified by respected sources. On the whole, the trends identified by such sources take the form of 'technology predictions' based on observable current developments. Hence, in order to offset the inevitable idiosyncratic 'noise' in these observations (i.e., organizations identifying a trend as being significant and durable, when in fact it is not so), we aimed to canvas a balanced sample of organizational views, and focused mainly on: established, 'bulge bracket' research consultancies; and respected media sources that specially emphasize innovation and rely on specialist content providers. For diversity, we have also included the lists provided by a large technology company, and the chief executive of one of the world's largest (technology) companies. Although we have undertaken extensive effort to make this list representative, we cannot ensure that it is completely exhaustive (i.e., aggregating and analyzing all such forecasts in the public domain would neither be a feasible exercise, nor one that would necessarily improve ultimate validity of our approach). Nevertheless, we are confident that the list below is comprehensively indicative for our purposes.
Analysis of the content provided by our identified list of organizations was twofold at the individual level. First, we took explicitly the list of technologies and innovation trends identified by each organization and assembled these into a master pool of trends. Second, we compared the textual justifications (i.e., performed semantic analysis) that each organization gave for including a trend in its list (we thereby a priori excluded any organization that failed to give justifications). From the textual analysis of the justifications given for the most prevalently mentioned trends, we were able to generate our list of inputs, used for the iterative approach described in Section 4. 1) Accenture : intelligent automation; liquid workforce; platform economy; predictable disruption; digital trust (cybersecurity)
